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HOSPITAL ADl'ITNISTRATION: AN INTRODUCTION TO A PROBLEM 

"Whatever the origin and however controlled the modern hospital -
whether it be a general hospital, or one of the many special 
hospitals - has been accepted by the peoples of the world as the 
centre of learning and speCialized medical care of high quality. 
The tradition of unstinted service, sympathetic understanding, 
profound patience, ldndness and sense of privilege at being allowed 
to serve the sick in body, mind and spirit, which characterized the 
hospitals of the early Buddhist, Christian and Islamic civilizations, 
has survived the centuries to become a fundamental characteristic 
of the modern hospital the world over.,,(l) 

I INTRODUCTION 

In the countries of the Eastern Mediterranean Region of the World Health 

Organization the state is, almost without exception, responsible for prOviding 

medical care services for the greater part of its population. Even when 

other than State-owned hospitals, clinics, dispensaries or health units pro

vide a considerable amount of services, the Ministry of Health is responsible 

for the planning, gui(lance and overall supervision of the country! s medical 

care facilities. In developing countries usually the State alone has the 

means to provide for a countrywide network of hospitels and other facilities 

needed to meet the demands of the population. 

The economic importance of these hospital services can easily be demon

strated by studying the budgets and long-term plans of the Ministries of 

Health. It is a major item in both current expenditure ,and development 

plans. Despite the large amount of funds shown in the State budget there 

is a continuous shortage of beds, running funds and qualified personnel in 

the individual public hospitals in most countries of the Region while the 

prestige of the hospital, the quality af medical care provided and the public 

acceptance of hospital services are not always satisfactory. 

(1) WHO Technical Report ,series No.122, p.34 
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Immense adm:1n:i.strative problems are involved. Badly planned and 

operated hospital services can easily swallow all the money available for 

health services, including that needed for preventive activities which are 

usually cheaper but, not being of the same dramatic nature as curative acti

vities, are overlooked. A proper balance is already needed in planning for 

health care, including preventive and curative activities. 

There is a need to pay close attention to hospital administration both 

on the central level, where long-term plans are formulated and policy dis

cussions made to guide current operation of hospi tals, and on the level of 

individual hospital units where the need for effective hospital administration 

is urgently arising in country after country. 

This paper is not aimed at presenting a solution to this problem, but 

rather at outlining what serne Hember states or institutions of the Region are 

already doing to tackle it, and what WHO is doing or planning to do to assist 

in this field. 

II GOVERNMENTS AND HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION 

Most Govel'lllOOnts deal with hospital administration problems through a 

curative section in their Ministry of Health, or have a special section for 

hospital services. For state hospitals both the personnel policy as well as 

the provision of supplies and equipment are centralized. This has been 

possible while the number of hospital beds has been relatively low, but the 

need for decentralization is felt in many ministries and the trend seems to 

be to delegate more power at the provincial level or to a bigger hospital 

uni t for the direction of routine services, Accordingly' policy decisions, 

long-term planning and training of personnel should be the responsibility of 

the central hospital administration unit of a country. It is very in¥>ortant 

that the 'Ministry of Health should pay full attention to the planning of new 

hospitals, and the re-organization or expansion of old ones 'as part of a 

countryl S overall health or even social and economic long-tem plan. Ex

perience has shown that provision is often made for the construction of new 

hospital buildings, but not for the training of personnel for proper manage

ment of these new hospitals. 

Leading health authorities are, however, starting to pay more and more 

attention to proper planning as well as to details of management of individual 

hospital1ln1ts. It is very understandable that training for hospital adminis

tration has bee:l given high priority. 
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Iran started five years ago, with the help of bilateral assistance, to 

give an introductory course at Teheran University under the title of "Institute 

Management with Special Reference to Hospital and Related Health Facilities". 

This course was designed for six months and participants were selected from 

among personnel with positions requiring skill in hospital administration or 

later for personnel with college degrees interested in this type of position. 

For the last two years a full year1s course has been given. 

During these five years there have been 102 graduates and a class of 39 

is expected to graduate this year. Many of the persons trained have been 

appointed to serve in new hospital facilities built for the 11inistry of Health 

by Iran1s Plan Organization. 

Please see Annex I for details of the present Teheran University course. 

Pakistan, since the 1958 revolution, has paid special attention to 

improving the management of hospitals and increasing their efficiency. Spe

cialfull-time medical hospital administrators were appointed and through their 

services a clear improvement has been achieved in the coordination of services 

in various wards, in better personnel policy and in more effective service to 

the people. 

The United Arab Republic has decentralized its health services and dele-

gated more administrative responsibility at governorate level. Acc b:tdingly, 

training 

in 1960. 

courses for hospital administrators (medical) were started in Cairo 

This was originally recommended by a WHO hospital administration 

consultan!-, Dr. Bridgman. 

Israel has included medical care administration in the curriculum of post

graduate public health courses at Hadassah Nedical School and is expecting a 

"WHO short-term consultant in July 1961. 

Many other countries have also paid attention to training for leadership 

through fellowships abroad. ,iliO and other international agencies have, at 

the request of governments, provided fellowships both for academic courses 

and for observation tours. Please see page 5 for the WHO fellowship 

programme. 

An important Regional centre for training in hospital administration 

has been the AmeriCB4l University of Beirut in the Lebanon (AUB). During 

1955-1961, 22 students graduated and returned to their countries: Ethiopia, 

Iran, Iraq, Jo:dan, Lebanon, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia or the Sudan, as medical 

or non-medical administrators. 
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Training at the AUB is gi. ven on three levels: 

(a) Diploma in Public Health 

(b) Certificate in Public Health 

(c) Certificate of Study 

The curriculum of AUB courses is planned to acquaint the student with the 

art and science of hospital administration so that he may effectively manage a 

hospital. The administratQ[' is generally conceived to be the senior execu

tive of the liospital and the one responsible to the governing body for carrying 

out their policies, though variations to this pattern are recognized. On 

completion of the course, the student should have the tools of management and 

the specialized knowledge necessary to make a modern general hospital function 

cohesively. 

Governments are recognizing the growing need for improved administration 

and the necessity for medical doctors in charge of hospitals also to be trained 

in administration, and for them to be provided with trained assistants -

matrons with sound administrative training, lay administrators, accountants, 

etc., to guarantee proper service to people in need of hospital caze. 

A prominent eJ!Pert in hospital administration, who had an opportunity in 

1960 to tour several countries of this and other Regions of WHO, :jisted the 

following common problems encountered in several developing countries in the 

field of hospital administration: 

(1) Limited coordination and cooperation between hOSpitals and curative 

medicine on the one hand, and public health divisions on the other. 

(2) Limited development of care for rural areas. 

(3) Inadequate nurSing, quanti tati vely and quali tati. vely. 

(4) Narrow concepts of administration. 

(5) Overburdening of administration with trivial details and/or 

excessive duties. 

(6) Failure to observe what others are doing, even of those institu

tions and persons in close proximity. 

(7) Li.mi ted educational programmes for administration and other levels 

of institutional personnel. 

(8) Frequent over-emphasis on building and equipment as contrasted wi th 

personnel selection and development, 
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Personnel administratively well-trained will be better prepared to tackle 

these difficult problems facing governments. 

III l'lliO'S ROlE IN PROMOTING HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION 

Wl{0 has been, and is, willing to assist its member countries to develop 

proper hospital services. 

According to the Constitution of \*IO the functions of the Organization 

in this particular field are lito study and report on, in cooperation with 

other specialized agencies, where necessary, administrative and social tech

niques affecting public health and medical care from the preventive and cura

ti ve points of view, including hospital services and social security". 

WHO has been concerned with the study of various aspects of hospital 

administration and its relation to the total health programme, as well as 

education and training in the field. 

1. WHO-Sponsored Training and Education in the Field of 
Ho~ital Administration 

WHO has been active in stimulating schools of public health to supple

ment basic public health training with an elective course on hospital adminis

tration for physicians and laymen. 1'ffi0 has also awarded several fellowships 

to individuals studying hospital administration abroad. Between 1951 and 

1960 WHO provided 23 fellowships in this Region to Ethiopia, Iran, Iraq, 

Israel, Lebanon, Sudan, Tunisia and the United Arab Republic (Egypt and Syria). 

2. WHO Advisory Services 

As mentioned earlier the Eastern Mediterranean Regional Office has 

already provided advisory services in the field of hospital administration 

and also in related fields such as hospital planning, including architectural 

advice. WHO works in close cooperation with the International Hospital 

Federation, and the International Union of Architects and is able to obtain 

well-qualified consultants both for general and specific problems in this 

field. The Regional Office would be especially interested in assisting in 

the development and improvement of hospital administration in teaching hos

pitals serving medical and nursing education. It is of great i~ortance 

that the future generation of physicians and nt'rses and other health perscamel 

be introduced to effective hospital acininistration aiming at properly serving 

patients as well as providing proper working conditions for highly-qualified 

technical staff, and at ensuring both a human and an economical return for 

the large investment in hospital facilities. 
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3. WHO Studies and Reports 

Technical Report Series 

In the WHO Technical Report Series several reports related to hospital 

administration and planning for hospital services (1957) have been published. 

Technical Report Series No.122 "Role of Hospitals in Progranunes of 

ColllllIUni ty Health Protection" expresses the views of an Expert Committee which 

met in Geneva from 18 to 23 June 1956. This Conuni ttee recommended the re

gionalization of hospitals, dividing them into three main groups: 

(a) The regional hOspital, which is located in the chief town of a 

region, and rr..c.y be worki.ng in collaboration with a medical school; it gives 

a high qUality service in general medicine, in general surgery and in obste

trics covering all the needs of the local inhabitants; it is also fully 

equipped with highly specialized dspartments, such as those of neuro-surgery, 

plastiC surgery, radiotherapy, etc., capable of handling all the patients of 

the entire region needing such services. 

(b) The intennediate hOspital, which is responsible for a smaller dis

trict. In addition to departments of general medicine, paediatriCS, surgery 

and obstetrics, it has a number of departments dealing with more common spe

cialities, for example, otOrhinolaryngology and ophthalmology. An X-ray 

departtu.ent under a well qualified specialist is indispensable. 

(c) The local hospital, which provides general medicine, surgery and 

obstetrics for the day-to-dsy needs of a small localized group. 

The committee also gave its opinion on the beq/population ratio as 

follows: 

"The Committee agreed that it was illqJossible and indeed undesirable 

to recommend a rigid beq/population ratio, since the requirements 

depend on so many factors. 

following: 

Among these factors may be cited the 

(1) the age distribution of the population; 

(2) the general standard of living, special habits, local 

housing conditions and transport faCilities; 

(3) the population denSity, urban areas requiring more beds 

per thousand inhabitants than rural areas; 

(4) the incidence nf n;pp~se an~ injuries; 
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(5) the standard of development of medical care provided 

outside the hospitals by private practitioners and health 

centres; 

(6) the system adopted by a country to finance its hospitals; 

government legislatiOn or SOCial security schemes. 

It was felt that a general hospital should not be too large and should, 

in general, not have more than approximately six hundred beds~ 

The exact number of beds required, however, varies from one country to 

another, and even from one area to another wi thin a country, since 

local conditions dictate the population/bed ratio requirement. In 

countries where the population is suffiCiently large and of average 

density, the specialized services of the regional hospitals can achieve 

an optil1lUlll output when they are dealing wi th I to 4 million inhabitants, 

the intennediate hospitals can serve approximately 250,000 inhabitants, 

while the local hospitals cover the needs of 20,000 to 60,000 inhabitants. 

These figures may be w.idely modified by geographical conditions and con

centrationof population." 

Regarding the type of hOspital administrator the Committee expressed the 

following opinion in its report: 

"The Committee noted that in a certain number of countries, hospital 

management is carried out by non-medical administrators, usually trained 

at connnercial or business schools. In other countries, hospitals are 

administered by phYSiCians with Special administrative experience, and 

it was mentioned that at least in one country a public health degree 

was necessary in order to become director of a general hospital. The 

Connnittee was of the opinion that, for the overall administt'ation of a 

hospi tal, a physician was preferable to a layman. Among the arguments 

advanced in support of this contention was that a medically qualified 

administrator would tend to enjoy greater confidence and respect and 

therefore closer cooperation from all the professional staff who have 

direct contact with the members of 'the carrnnuni ty seeki.ng help and 

guidance. He would also better understand the needs and problems of 

a hospital service and would, in consequence, have the best cl'lance of 

arriving at satisfactory decisions." 

The report includes, as an annex, an interesting chapter on the his

torical development of the hospi tal. 
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The two subsequent Reports on hospitals in the Series deal with 

"Hospital Laboratory Services" (No.161 dated 1959) and "Role of Hospitals 

in Ambulatory and Domiciliary Medical Care" (No.176 dated 1959). 

here: 

Of the conclusions in the laboratory report, two only will be mentioned 

"Every hospital, however small, should possess a laboratory within 

its om precincts and 'postal pathology' should be used only when 

centralization ensures e. higher standard." 

"The hospital laboratory service and public health laboratory Work 

should, at the local level, be completely integrated and similar 

integration should be carried to the highest possible level con

sistent with the public health and hospital organizations of the 

country. At the highest level, the two types of work may have to 

be perfonned in separate laboratOries, but even so they should be 

closely linked and the staff be interchangeable." 

No.1.76 of the Technical Report Series covers ambulatory care in out

l)atient services, domiciliary care, after care and medical rehabilitation. 

The report emphasizes the importance of continuity of care in the sense that 

there should be an easy transition from ambulatory and domiciliary care to 

hospital care and back to the physician (health centre, dispensary) originally 

responsible for the care. 

A recent Technical Report Series (No~215 dated 1961) "Planning of Public 

Health Services" also includes interesting observations on standards for 

hospi tal and ambulatory services. Table 1, page 22 of the report, appears on 

following page. This Table gives information originally from central health 

research institutions in the countries mentioned. The standards are based 

on an analysis of the state of health of the population and the extent to 

which health services are used by the people. They are prepared in 

accordance with the trends of health policy in the country and should be 

a pattern of the optimal attainable level of preventive and curative care 

at the time of their publication and in the light of conditions prevailing 

at that time. 
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per 1000 Population in USSR, Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia 

Department of Hospital USSR* Bulgaria* Czecho-
ki** slova a 

Medical 2.2 1.7-1.9 2.75 

Paediatric 1.2 1.1 0,81 

Obstetrical 1.2 0.75 } 
Gynaecolo gical 0.8 0.5 

1.27 

Surgical 1.9 1.5 1.80-1.93 

Neurological 0.3 0.2 0.25-0.33 

Phthisiological 1.2 1,2 1.75 

Dermato-venereological 0.4 0.35 0.25-0.30 

Otorhinolaryngological 0.25 0.20-0.25 0.30-0.40 

Ophthalmological 0.35 0.20 0.2C-o.28 

Infectious diseases 1.4 1.0 0.50-0.57 

Tot a 1 11.2 9,0 10,0-10.4 

Psychiatric - - 1.6-1.7 

For urban population 

For entire population 

WHO Monograph Series 

In 1955101HO published a book, No.21 in this series, entitled "The 

Rural Hospital - Its Structure and Organization" by a well-known hospital 

administrator, Dr. R.F. Bridgman. This deals especially wi th the problems 

of a small-size rural hospital, the "local hospital" mentioned on page 6. 

Forthcoming Publications 

WHO is conducting a study of the cost of medical care in six countries. 

This study will attempt to produce figures which will enable health administra

tors to ccmpare funds expended on the various aspects of medical care programmes 
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within the national health expenditure including, of course, hospital 

services as an important item. 

of 1961. 

The study should be completed at the end 

A second activity is the proj ected manual on hospital planning and 

organization. This manual will attampt to summarize the necessary staps 

for haspi tal planning, beginning with the assessment of needs, choice of 

location, determination of size, etc., through subjects such as trends in 

architectural deSign and the principles of hospital administration. This 

manual is expected to be ready for publication in 1963. 

Also being prepared for early pUblication is a guide for staffing a 

hospital nursing serviCe. This Will cover a wide field of problems well 

known in mAny hospitalS of the Region where the shortage of nursing staff 

is one of the basic problems h~ering the attainment of a high quality of 

medical care. 

WHO Library Services 

\'lHO 1:j.brary Servic;:es are alw?-ys available for reference. Attached are 

a bib:).iQ~hy and a list of peripdicals with articles on hospital administra~ 

tion prepared by the Library. (Annex II and III). 



ANNEX I 

UNIVERSITY OF TEHERAN 
INTRODUCTORY COURSE IN HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION 

AND RELATED PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES 
Curriculum 1960-1961 (1339-40) Fifth Year 

1. Introduction to the Study of: 

Administration of Hospitals and Health Services 

2. History and Development of Hospitals World Wide: 

- Ancient to Modern Hospital Development Major Type 

- Influence of History on Modern Hospital Development 

3. Organization of the Hospital: 

- Analysis of Hospital Organization 

- Ownership 

- Type of Hospitals and how they Function: 

- Ownership: 

Public 

Private 

Non Profit 

Group Practice 

Group Insurance 

- Type of Function 

EM/RCll/? 
Annex I 
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- Governing Board: Authority; Size; Qualification for 

Membership; Method of Selecting; Duties and Responsibilities; 

Relationship to the Administrator and Medical St1:'.ff. 

Meeting of the Governing Board; Committees of tile Governing 

Board (Standing; Special); Board Control of Medical Care -

Code of Ethics. 

- The Administrator: 

Training Authority; 

ship tOI 

Qualifications and Required Education and 

Responsibilities; Functions; Relation-

Medical Staff 

Board 

Hospi tal Staff 

Hospital Departments 

Establishment of Technical and Administrative Committees 
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4. Medical Staff: Appointment; Functions; Organization; 

Rules and Regulations 

Medical Administration 

Review of Clinical Experiences 

Evaluates Nature and Quality of Patient Care 

Measures Effectiveness of Hospital Operation in Terms of 

Expected Medical Results. 

Report to Board - to Administrator 

Committees of Medical Staff 

Joint Committee (Board and Medical Staff) 

5. Admission Department: 

Hospi tali zati on 

Discharge 

6. Out-Patient and In-Patient Departments: 

O~P.D. 

Emergency Services 

Medical Services 

Surgical Services: 

Pre-operation Service 

Recovery Room 

Operating Theatre 

Gene ral and Special Surgery 

Obstetrical and Gynaecology Services: 

Pre and post-natal Services 

Deli very Unit 

NeW-born Infant Unit Services 

Paediatric Department 

7. Ancillary Services: 

Pathology and Laboratory Services: Functions Records -

Morgue and Necropsy 

Radiological Services: Diagnostic; Therapy; Isotopes 

Dental Services 



8. Nursing Depa.rtmant: 

Nursing Staff: 

Functions 

Organization 

Personnel 

Relationships 

Records and Analysis 

Planning Nursing Care 

9. Dietary Department: 

Functions 

Personnel 

Food Services 

Menus 

Food Handling and Sanitation 

Dishwashing 

Refrigeration 

10. Medlcal Record Department: 

Functions - Personnel 

Organization 

Physical Facilities 

Legal Aspects 

Indexes 

Filing 

Hospital Statistics 

Medical Record Committee 

ll. Business Department: 

Operation; Budget 

Income and Expenses 

Hospital Operation Costs 

Purchasing and Store 

Store Control 

Preventi ve Maintenance and Hospi tal Safety 

EM/RCll/7 
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12. Plant Operations: 

Functions 

Sanitation 

Water Supply 

Plumbing 

Heating and Ventilating 

Refuse and Garbage Disposal 

Sewage Disposal 

Housekeeping 

Maintenance 

Laundry 

Light and Electricity 

02 Systems 

13. Planning and Construction 

Definition of Problem 

Establishing the Needs: 

Size 

Number of Beds 

Services 

Interrelationship 

Communications 

Protection against Radiation and Fire 

Rural and Urban Hospitals 

14. The Hospital as an Educational Institution: 

Functions 

Patient Care and Education 

Types of Formal Education Available: 

Medical; Nursing; Dietician; Clinical Laboratory 

Technician; Radiology TechniCian; Physical Therapist; 

Occupational Therapist; Rehabilitation 

In-Service Education: Doctors 

Nurses 

Hospi tal Staff 



15. The Hospital as a Research Centre: 

Patient Care 

Chronic Diseases 

Job Simplification 

Analysis of Need and Programming 

16. The HOf¥Ji tal as a Community Health Centre: 

Meclical.-50cial Service 

Health Centre 

Meeting the Community Needs 

Health Education and Hospital 

Prevention of Diseases 

17. Miscellaneous: 

Regionalization 
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Gamprehensive and Intensive Care (Progressive Patient Care) 

Hane Care 

Hospi tal and Medico-legal Problems 

18. Public Health Principles: 

Definition of Health and Public Health 

Public Health Nursing 

Health Education 

Environmental Health 

Insect and Rodent Control 

Health and Vital Statistics 

Maternal and Child Health 

Mental Health 

Preventive Medicine 

School Health 

Epidemiology 
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Chicago, 1950 
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BRIDGMAN, R.F. 
The rural hospital; its structure and organization. 
GeneVll, 1florld Health Organization, 1955. 162 p. 
(World Health Organization; Monograph Series No.21) 

BRIDGMAN, R.F. 
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Gen@ve, Organisation mondiale de la sante, 1954. 160 p. 
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in hospitals. 
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general hospital. 
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CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA. SCHOOL OF NURSING EDUCATION. 
WORKSHOP ON THE ORGANIZATION OF HOSPITAL truRSING'SERVICES; 1951. 

The organization of hospital nursing services. The proceedings 
of the Workshop on the Organization of Hospital Nursing Services, 
conducted at the Catholic University of America fram June 12 to 
June 22, 1951. Ed, by C. Seyffer. 
Washington, Catholic Un~v. of America Press. 1952, 148 p. 

(x)MET, P. 
L

'
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Paris, Editions Berger-Levrault, 1960. 204 p. 

COMMISSIOn ON UNIVEESITY EDUCATION IN HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION 
University education for administration in hospitals, a report; 
a study inaugurated by the Association of University Programmes 
in Hospital Administration. 
Washington, American Council on Education, 1954. 199 p. 
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Paris, T6..:hniques ho~i talieres, 1954. 790 p. 
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FINE,'t, H. 
Administration and the nursing services. 
New York, Macmillan, 1952. 333 p. 

GARDIE, A. 
Les hOpitaux des grandes agglomerations uroaines; introduction 
a lletude des prob18mes hospitaliers. 
Paris, Revue de l'Assistance publique a Paris, 1956. 486 p. 

GREAT BRITAIN. CENTRAL HEALTH SERVICES COUNCIL. COMMITTEE ON THE 
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Report. 
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MORETTI, B.F. 
Ospedali. 
Milano, U. 

3a ed. 
Hoepli, 1951. 575 p. 

NUFFIELD PROVINCIAL HOSPITALS TRUST 

3rd ed. 
1316 p. 

Studies in the functions and design of hospitals; the report 
of an. investigation sponsored by the Nuffield Provincial 
Hospitals Trust and the University of Bristol. 
London, Oxford University ?ress, 1955. 191 p. 

PENNELL, M. et al. 
Incane and expense ratios of general hospitals, 1951. 
Washington, U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare. 
Public Health Service, Division of Public Health }!ethods, 
1954. 26 p. (U.S. Public Health Service. Publication No.407) 

RITTER, H. 
Der Krankenhausbau der Gegenwart im In- und Ausland; Wirtschaft, 
Organisation, Technik. 3. neu bearb. Aufl. 
Stuttgart, J. Hoffmann, 1954. 144 p. 

SCHAFER, M.K. 
Staffing the general hospital, 25-100 beds. 
Washingtor j U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, 
Public Health'Service, 1955. 32 p. (U.S. Public Health Service. 
Publication No.417) 
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Medical superintendents and medical staff committees; report 
by a sub-committee. 
Edinburgh, H.M. Stationery Off., 1957. 26 p. 

SKELIERN, E. 
Report of an investigation carried rut "To study, report and make 
recamnendations on the practical application to ward aclninistration 
of modern methods in the instruction and handling of staff and 
student nurse". 
London. Royal College of Nursing, Ward and Departmental Sisters' 
Section, 1953. 35 p. 

SLOAN, R.P. 
This hospital business of ours. 
New York, Putnam, 1952. 331 p. 

STONE, J.E. 
Hospital accounts and financial administration. 3rd ed. 
London, Faber and Faber, 1954. 866 p. 

STONE, J.E. 
Hospital organization and management. 4th ed. 
London, Faber and Faber, 1952. 1722 p. 

STUART-GLARK, A. C. 
Administering the hospital group; the work of the management 
committee member. 2d rev. ed. 
London, Institute of Hospital Administrators, 1960. 64 p. 

U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
Job descriptions and organizational analysis for hospitals and 
related health services, prepared by United States Department of 
Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, United States Employment 
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